We describe herein a system of self-magnetically insulated vacuum transmission lines (MITLs) that operated successfully at 20 MA, 3 MV, and 55 TW. The system delivered the electromagnetic-power pulse generated by the Z accelerator to a physics-package load on over 1700 Z shots. The system included four levels that were electrically in parallel. Each level consisted of a water flare, vacuum-insulator stack, vacuum flare, and 1.3-m-radius conical outer MITL. The outputs of the four outer MITLs were connected in parallel by a 7.6-cm-radius 12-post double-post-hole vacuum convolute. The convolute added the currents of the four outer MITLs, and delivered the combined current to a single 6-cm-long inner MITL. The inner MITL delivered the current to the load. The total initial inductance of the stack-MITL system was 11 nH. A 300-element transmission-line-circuit model of the system has been developed using the TL code. The model accounts for the following: (i) impedance and electrical length of each of the 300 circuit elements, (ii) electron emission from MITL-cathode surfaces wherever the electric field has previously exceeded a constant threshold value, (iii) Child-Langmuir electron loss in the MITLs before magnetic insulation is established, (iv) MITL-flow-electron loss after insulation, assuming either collisionless or collisional electron flow, (v) MITL-gap closure, (vi) energy loss to MITL conductors operated at high lineal current densities, (vii) time-dependent self-consistent inductance of an imploding z-pinch load, and (viii) load resistance, which is assumed to be constant. Simulations performed with the TL model demonstrate that the nominal geometric outer-MITL-system impedance that optimizes overall performance is a factor of $3 greater than the convolute-load impedance, which is consistent with an analytic model of an idealized MITL-load system. Power-flow measurements demonstrate that, until peak current, the Z stack-MITL system performed as expected. TL calculations of the peak electromagnetic power at the stack, stack energy, stack voltage, outer-MITL current, and load current, as well as the pinch-implosion time, agree with measurements to within 5%. After peak current, TL calculations and measurements diverge, which appears to be due in part to the idealized pinch model assumed by TL. The results presented suggest that the design of the Z accelerator's stack-MITL system, and the TL model, can serve as starting points for the design of stack-MITL systems of future superpower accelerators.
I. INTRODUCTION
The original Z pulsed-power accelerator [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] was designed to drive z-pinch loads for inertial-confinementfusion, radiation-effects, radiation-physics, astrophysics, and other high-energy-density-physics experiments. Z was also designed to serve as a testing facility for pulsedpower research required to develop future, higher-current drivers. Z was subsequently adapted to produce a shaped current pulse for material-dynamics and equation-of-state experiments.
As indicated by Fig. 1 , Z was contained within a 33-mdiameter tank with concentric oil, water, and vacuum sections. The accelerator consisted of 36 pulsed-power modules that were electrically in parallel. Each module delivered an electromagnetic-power pulse to the centrally located vacuum section. This section consisted of a fourlevel vacuum-insulator stack, a four-level system of selfmagnetically insulated vacuum transmission lines (MITLs), and the physics package that served as the intended load of the accelerator [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] . The insulator stack was the hermetic interface that separated the vacuum region from the rest of the accelerator. Nine pulsed-power modules were connected to each of the four levels of the stack-MITL system.
The design of the Z accelerator's stack-MITL system was based on the successful designs [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] developed by Spielman and co-workers [11, 15, 16] and Corcoran and colleagues [12] [13] [14] for the Proto-II [11, 12, [17] [18] [19] [20] and Saturn [13] [14] [15] [16] 21, 22] accelerators. The Proto-II stack-MITL system delivered $5 MA to a load; the Saturn system, which is still in operation, delivers $8 MA.
Z was operated from September 1996 until July 2006. Over this period more than 1700 shots were successfully taken on Z; data acquired on these shots have been published in 200 peer-reviewed journal articles. Most of the shots delivered a 20-MA, 3-MV, 55-TW electromagneticpower pulse to the stack-MITL system, and 2 MJ of electromagnetic energy to the physics-package load for the experiments listed above. The original goal of the Z accelerator was to produce a 1.5-MJ pulse of thermal x rays radiated by a z-pinch load. Z met this goal on its 26th shot, and subsequently produced as much as 2 MJ [1, 9, 10] .
In this article we describe the design of the Z accelerator's stack-MITL system, and present a detailed transmission-line-circuit model of the system. The model has been developed using the TL transmission-line-circuit code [23] . (An earlier version of the TL model served as the primary Z stack-MITL-system design tool [2, 9] .) We also compare measurements of the stack-MITL-system's performance with the model's calculations. The results presented herein suggest that the design of the system, and the TL model, can serve as starting points for the design of stack-MITL systems of future superpower accelerators [24, 25] . The TL model complements other tools that can be used to design a MITL system, such as the MITL model developed by Martin, Savage, Gilmore, and Pointon [26] .
When operated at a sufficiently high voltage, a MITL experiences space-charge-limited emission of electrons from the MITL's cathode electrode. When the bound current carried by the MITL's anode electrode is sufficiently high, the resulting magnetic field in the vacuum gap inhibits most of the emitted electrons from striking the anode; i.e., the transmission line becomes selfmagnetically insulated. The electrons E Â B drift in the direction of the power flow, and are referred to as MITLflow electrons. MITLs are commonly used in pulsed-power accelerators to transmit electromagnetic power and energy to a load. Since a MITL operates under vacuum, use of a MITL requires a vacuum-insulator stack that separates the vacuum region from the rest of the accelerator.
Future multiterawatt pulsed-power accelerators are likely to include a stack-MITL system. Given the emission and subsequent flow of electrons in a MITL, and possible electron emission from the insulator-stack components, a future system might best be designed using particle-in-cell (PIC) simulations. Given the significant investment of resources that would be required to build a future stack-MITL system, and hence the importance of knowing how well such a system would perform before it is fabricated, a future system might best be designed using 3D PIC simulations that model the system's entire radial, axial, and azimuthal extent.
Ideally, such simulations would have throughout sufficient spatial and temporal resolutions, and a sufficient number of particles per cell, to model correctly all electron effects of interest, such as the effects of geometric transiwater section oil section vacuum section tions, impedance transitions, and instabilities in the electron flow. It would also be desirable for such simulations to model nonideal conditions that are often present in a MITL. These conditions include the following: (i) the presence of anode and cathode plasmas; (ii) the presence of neutrals that expand from electrode surfaces and are subsequently ionized; (iii) the presence of particles that are vaporized and ionized; (iv) nonuniformities in the densities, temperatures, and velocities of the electrode plasmas, neutrals, and particles; (v) imperfect vacuum in the anode-cathode gap; (vi) anode-cathode-gap asymmetries; (vii) drive-voltage asymmetries; (viii) a voltage prepulse that early in time desorbs neutrals and particles from the electrode surfaces; (ix) electromagnetic radiation from the load and other plasmas in the system; (x) imperfect current contacts between MITL-electrode components, etc. In addition, the simulations would be capable of being repeated quickly to allow many iterations, in a reasonable period of time, toward an optimum stack-MITL-system design.
Since such simulations have not yet been possible, the design of the Z accelerator's stack-MITL system was developed using a number of computational tools, each of which addressed a different component or aspect of the system [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] . As mentioned above, one of the tools was a TL circuit model of the entire stack-MITL system [2, 9] .
In this article, we describe an improved version of the TL model. The model has been developed using the TL code [23] , but could also have been developed using other advanced circuit codes, such as BERTHA [27] and SCREAMER [28, 29] .
The present article is organized as follows. The design of the Z stack-MITL system is described in Sec. II. The TL model of the system, and effects of various assumptions made by the model, are discussed in Sec. III.
Sections II and III outline the design of the stack-MITL system that was used for all of the shots taken on the Z accelerator. In Sec. IV, we explore the performance of two alternate MITL-system designs that were considered during the design of Z. In Sec. V, we compare TL-model calculations with data taken on Z. In Sec. VI, we present suggestions for future work.
Auxiliary information is presented in three appendices. Appendix A discusses the energy-conservation error of the TL simulations described in this article. Appendix B develops an analytic model of an idealized MITL-load system, and demonstrates that under the conditions assumed, the power delivered to the load is maximized when the ratio of the geometric MITL impedance (which we define to be the impedance in the absence of electron emission, electron flow, and gap closure) to that of the load is $2. (The presence of gap closure increases this ratio.) Appendix C defines an effective pinch current, and an effective pinchimplosion time, which are used to facilitate comparisons of simulation results.
II. DESIGN OF THE Z-ACCELERATOR STACK-MITL SYSTEM
A cross-sectional view of the Z accelerator's stack-MITL system is presented by Fig. 2 . The central region of the system is detailed by Fig. 3 . As suggested by the figures, the system comprised the following components: (i) four water flares, (ii) four vacuum-insulator stacks, (iii) four vacuum flares, (iv) four conical outer MITLs, (v) a double-post-hole vacuum convolute, (vi) an inner MITL, and (vii) the physics package that served as the intended load of the accelerator. Figures 2 and 3 illustrate a z-pinch load with a 2-cm length and 2-cm initial radius.
As suggested by Fig. 2 , the four stack-MITL levels were labeled A, B, C, and D. The levels were electrically in parallel. The water-insulated bi-plate transmission lines shown in Fig. 2 delivered power from the Z accelerator's 36 modules to the stack-MITL system. The impedance of each of the 36 water lines was 4:32 . The water flares connected the water lines to the stack electrodes. The Aand B-level stacks each included five Rexolite insulator rings, each of which was 5.715-cm thick. Four anodizedaluminum grading rings separated the five insulators. The C-and D-level stacks each included six insulator and five grading rings. Each of the C-and D-level stacks included within the water flare a field shaper (which had a circular cross section) to improve the uniformity of the voltage applied to the six insulator rings. The outer radius of the insulator rings (that had a cylindrical outer surface) was 1.68 m.
The insulator-stack design is described in more detail in Refs. [2, [4] [5] [6] [7] 9] . Measured stack-flashover probabilities were consistent with a statistical model of insulator flashover [30] , as demonstrated by Table II of Ref. [30] .
A vacuum flare connected each of the four stacks to an outer MITL. Two-dimensional (2D) electrostatic [6] and electromagnetic [5] calculations were used to design the flares. The calculations were used to minimize the inductance of the flares with the constraint that there be no significant emission of electrons from the stack's grading rings. The calculations assumed that anodized aluminum does not emit electrons at electric fields less than 300 kV=cm [31] . We designed the stack-MITL system to prevent significant electron emission from the grading rings, since such emission would have caused the voltage distribution across the stack's insulator rings to become nonuniform [5] . The 2D electromagnetic simulations described by Mostrom and co-workers in Ref. [5] demonstrate that the nonuniformity could have become as large as 50%, which would have significantly increased the stackflashover probability [7, 30, 32] .
We define the outer MITLs to be those located upstream of the double-post-hole vacuum convolute. The outer radius of the outer MITLs was nominally 1.3 m. At a radius of 1 m, the geometric impedances of the A-, B-, C-, and Dlevel MITLs were 1.98, 2.02, 2.74, and 2:73 , respec-tively. At a 10-cm radius, each of the four MITLs had a 1-cm anode-cathode gap; i.e., a geometric impedance of 6 .
At a 7.6-cm radius, the outputs of the four outer MITLs were connected in parallel by the convolute [1, 2, 4, [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] [38] [39] [40] [41] [42] [43] . As suggested by Fig. 3 , the convolute included 12-upper and 12-lower posts that connected the MITL anodes together; the convolute also connected the MITL cathodes together. Both the upper and lower posts were equally spaced on a 7.6-cm radius. The convolute added the currents of the four outer MITLs, and delivered the combined current to an inner MITL. We define the inner MITL to be that which is located downstream of the convolute. The 6-cm-long inner MITL delivered the combined current to the load. The anode-cathode gap of the inner MITL's radial-transmission-line section was 6 mm.
All of the outer-MITL, vacuum-convolute, and inner-MITL cathode electrodes were fabricated from stainlesssteel-alloy 304L [4] . All of the anode electrodes inside a $0:6-m radius were also 304L [4] . Outside a $0:6-m radius, the MITL anodes were fabricated from aluminum-alloy 6061-T6 [4] Stainless and aluminum were chosen in part because they are readily available, and have low outgassing rates and low physical-surface areas [44] [45] [46] [47] . (Although outgassing depends strongly on previous history and surface preparation, compilations consistently rank stainless and aluminum with the best vacuum-system materials [44] [45] [46] [47] .) Stainless was chosen for all the components inside a $0:6-m radius because its mass density is greater by a factor of 3 than that of aluminum, which reduces the depth of material that can be damaged by electron impact and occasional arcs. Stainless also gives stable electrodes and has other superior high-voltage properties [48] . Reference [48] reports that stainless-steel-alloy 304 is widely used in high-voltage applications; 304L was selected instead because it is a superior material for the fabrication of large weldments. Aluminum was chosen for the anode electrodes outside a $0:6-m radius, where the anode-cathode gaps were large, to keep the total weight of the MITL system less than the 10-ton capacity of the overhead bridge crane [4] .
The design of the Z accelerator's convolute and inner MITL were developed empirically on the Proto-II, DoubleEagle, Saturn, and Z accelerators [1, 2, 4, [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] 33, 34] . The performance of the convolute and inner MITL has been studied theoretically using 3D fully electromagnetic PIC simulations [35] [36] [37] [38] [39] [40] [41] [42] [43] .
A diagnostic package [49] was developed to monitor the electrical performance of the Z stack-MITL system. The package consisted of 62 gauges: three current and six voltage monitors that were fielded on each of the accelerator's four insulator stacks, six current monitors on each of the accelerator's four outer MITLs, and two current monitors on the accelerator's inner MITL. The inner-MITL monitors were located 6 cm from the axis of the load. We assume herein that the current measured at the inner-MITL location was a good approximation to the z-pinch-load current. The locations of several of the monitors are indicated by Figs. 2 and 3.
III. CIRCUIT MODEL OF THE Z-ACCELERATOR STACK-MITL SYSTEM
A block diagram of the TL transmission-line-circuit model of the Z accelerator's stack-MITL system is presented by Fig. 4 . Each block is modeled using a number of transmission-line-circuit elements; approximately 300 elements are used for the entire model. The impedance Z b ¼ 0:48 , since nine parallel 4:32-water-insulated bi-plate transmission lines drove each of the four levels. TL models the implosion of the z-pinch load in a self-consistent manner, assuming the pinch is an infinitely thin and perfectly stable cylindrical foil [i.e., a zero-dimensional (0D) foil] that is driven by the load current.
Z's 36 modules launched 36 forward-going power pulses that drove the stack-MITL system. Given the forwardgoing power pulses, and the impedance of the accelerator's water-insulated transmission lines, the highest load current that could be achieved was determined to a large extent by the total initial inductance of the stack-MITL system. The inductances of the stack-MITL-system components are listed in Table I . When the load was a z pinch, the peak load current was also determined by the time-dependent inductance of the imploding pinch load.
The TL model accounts for the following: field has previously exceeded a constant threshold value; (iii) Child-Langmuir electron loss in the MITLs before magnetic insulation is established; (iv) loss of MITLflow-electron current after insulation, assuming either collisionless or collisional electron flow, (v) closure of the MITL's anode-cathode gaps at a constant rate; (vi) energy loss to conductors operated at high lineal current densities; (vii) time-dependent self-consistent inductance of an imploding 0D z-pinch load, and (viii) load resistance, which is assumed to be constant. Table II Table III . The results assume that the load is a z pinch with a 2-cm height, 2-cm initial radius, and 4.27-mg total mass. This was the baseline load of the Z accelerator.
As discussed in Appendix A, the energy-conservation error of the TL simulations summarized by Table III , and all the other TL simulations describe in this article, is less than 0.5%.
A. Transmission-line impedances and electrical lengths
TL-model version A accounts only for the transmissionline impedance and electrical length of each of the 300 circuit elements. The inductance L and capacitance C of an element are given by
(1)
where Z 0 is the geometric impedance of the element and is its electrical length. Version A assumes there is no electron emission from the MITL cathodes, and therefore ignores all energy-loss mechanisms that originate as electron emission. Version A ignores all other energy-loss mechanisms as well.
B. Electron loss before insulation is established
Version B assumes electrons are emitted from the cathode of every MITL-circuit element where the electric field has previously exceeded a constant threshold value E th ; we assume
This threshold is that deduced by Di Capua and Pellinen [50] . Once this field is reached in a MITL element, electrons are always emitted thereafter in that element. Version B models a Child-Langmuir loss of electrons in every MITL element where E th has previously been exceeded, and magnetic insulation is not established. Inductances of the components of the Z-accelerator stack-MITL system. The inductances assume that the fractions of the total outer-MITL current that flowed in levels A, B, C, and D were 0.28, 0.27, 0.23, and 0.22, respectively. We define the inductance of a water flare to be that due to the impedance of the flare that is in excess of the impedance of the set of nine parallel bi-plate transmission lines that drove each level. For each of the other components, the inductance given is the total inductance, without any correction. The initial load inductance is that for a z-pinch load with a 2-cm height, 2-cm initial radius, and 2.5-cmradius outer electrode with nine diagnostic slots. The TL code assumes magnetic insulation is not established in a MITL-circuit element when there is no physical solution to the following 1D steady-state pressure-balance equation for a MITL:
This model is developed in Appendix A of Ref. [51] , and outlined in Sec. V C of [52] . The quantity V a is the total voltage across the MITL-circuit element, Z 0 is the MITL element's geometric impedance, I a is the anode current (which is the total current in the MITL element), I k is the cathode current, m is the electron rest mass, c is the speed of light, and e is the absolute value of the electron charge. When the quantities V a , Z 0 , and I a are such that there is no purely real value of I k that solves Eq. (4), TL code assumes the MITL element is not magnetically insulated.
C. Electron loss after insulation is established, assuming collisionless flow electrons
The electron current that E Â B drifts in a MITL after magnetic insulation is established, i.e., the flow-electron current I f , is defined by
Equation (4) assumes the flow electrons are collisionless. Version C uses Eqs. (4) and (5) to calculate the maximum value of I f in each of the four outer MITLs, and makes the simplifying and conservative assumption that the sum of the four maximum values is lost in the vicinity of the double-post-hole convolute. (This assumption is motivated by 3D PIC simulations, which show that electrons launched in the MITLs upstream of a convolute are lost in the vicinity of the convolute [9, [35] [36] [37] [38] [39] .) Consequently, version C assumes that once electrons are launched in a MITL, they are not retrapped. Version C also assumes that 
I f =I a ( 1 and the two-way transit time of the MITLs is short compared to the rise time of the current pulse.
D. Gap closure
Version D assumes that once E th is exceeded in a MITLcircuit element, the cathode plasma in that element expands thereafter at a constant rate v toward the anode.
Cathode-plasma-expansion velocities of 1-3 cm=s have been reported for C, Al, Cu, Mo, Pb, and stainlesssteel electrodes, for systems operated at currents as high as 200 kA [53] [54] [55] [56] [57] [58] [59] [60] . To determine whether such measurements apply at megampere currents, we conducted MITL-gapclosure experiments on the Saturn accelerator.
We measured the anode current immediately before and after a 2.4-cm-long coaxial MITL that fed a 3-nH coaxial inductive short-circuit load. We tested MITLs with 1-and 2-mm anode-cathode gaps with approximately uniform electric fields. We successfully operated the 2-mm-gap MITL at 0.8 MV (4 MV=cm), 9 MA (0:7 MA=cm), and 1:5 TW=cm 2 , and demonstrated 100% current-transport efficiency over a $70-ns power pulse. (Because the load was an inductive short circuit, peak voltage occurred at 4.5 MA; the voltage was essentially zero at peak current. Successful operation was achieved only when Saturn's prepulse switches were open. When the switches were closed, Saturn's voltage prepulse caused the 2-mm gap to close during the pulse.) The 1-mm-gap MITL did not successfully transport current. We infer from these measurements that the average cathode-plasma-expansion velocity was less than 3 cm=s, which is consistent with the velocities reported in Refs. [53] [54] [55] [56] [57] [58] [59] [60] . We assume in TL that v ¼ 2:5 cm=s:
To calculate the Child-Langmuir electron loss in a MITL-circuit element before magnetic insulation is established, TL-model version D assumes the MITL's anodecathode gap gðtÞ is given by
where t is the time since the threshold electric field E th was reached and g 0 is the initial gap. 
The flow-electron currents launched in the double-posthole convolute and inner MITL are small and are neglected.
For typical MITL-cathode-plasma temperatures and densities, the skin depth of the cathode plasma is on the order of, or is greater than, its thickness [57, 58] . Hence, we make the simplifying assumption that the expansion of the cathode plasma affects only the MITL-electron-flow current according to Eq. (8), and does not change the inductance of any of the MITL-circuit elements. Cathodeplasma expansion changes the capacitance, but for the MITLs considered herein the inductive energy of a MITL is much greater than its capacitive energy, so MITLcapacitance changes are also neglected. Neglecting both inductance and capacitance changes leads to the use of Z 0 , unaltered, for all circuit calculations except for those of the Child-Langmuir loss before insulation is established, and outer-MITL flow-current loss afterward.
2D PIC simulations of the Z-stack-MITL system suggest that the electron dose to the outer-MITL anodes never exceeded 50 J=g [9] . Since at least $150 J=g is needed to form an anode plasma on the surface of a stainless-steel electrode [61] [62] [63] [64] [65] , the TL model neglects anode-plasma effects in the outer MITLs.
Initial 3D PIC simulations of the Z double-post-hole convolute and inner MITL indicated that anode plasmas were formed in these regions, but space-charge-limited ion emission from such anode areas could be neglected [35] [36] [37] [38] [39] . References [35] [36] [37] [38] [39] also suggested that the intrinsic efficiency of the Z convolute was high, due to the large anode-cathode gaps and small areas of the convolute elements. Motivated by these results, the TL model assumes that the intrinsic efficiency of the Z convolute was 100%, and that the only loss that occurred in the vicinity of the convolute was due to outer-MITL flow electrons that were launched upstream, as discussed in Sec. III C. However, the simulations described in Refs. [35] [36] [37] [38] [39] did not model the expansion of anode and cathode plasmas. Recent 3D PIC simulations demonstrate that cathodeplasma expansion could have a significant effect on convolute performance [41] [42] [43] . Such simulations are part of an ongoing effort to develop more realistic circuit models of the double-post-hole convolute and inner MITL for future inclusion in TL and other circuit codes.
E. Energy lost to conductors operated at high lineal current densities
At sufficiently high lineal current densities, the energy lost to a MITL electrode due to Ohmic heating, magnetic diffusion, j Â B work, and the increase in inductance due to motion of the vacuum-electrode boundary can be significant [66] . Version E models such energy loss to the electrodes of the inner MITL, which are located inside a 6-cm radius. The loss is estimated using Eq. (35) of Ref. [66] . Version E neglects the energy that is lost to electrodes elsewhere in the MITL system, since such losses are small and can be neglected.
F. Pinch resistance
Version F includes a constant pinch resistance per unit pinch length R p , and makes the simplifying assumption that R p ¼ 5 m=cm; (9) as estimated by the plasma-resistivity model developed in Ref. [67] .
G. Electron loss after magnetic insulation is established, assuming collisional flow electrons
Equations (4) and (8) assume that after magnetic insulation is established, the electron flow in a MITL is collisionless. Reference [52] develops instead a MITL model that assumes the flow is collisional. Table II of [52] suggests that, when MITL anode-cathode gaps are on the order of a few centimeters or less, the collisional model is in better agreement with experiment. Motivated by this observation, version G makes the simplifying and conservative assumption that the electron flow is fully collisional, and that the flow current can be calculated using [instead of Eq. (8)] the following expression:
H. Effects of the various assumptions Table III illustrates the effects of the various assumptions outlined above. As suggested by the table, TL-model versions A-G give comparable values for most of the electrical quantities considered. For example, the effective peak pinch currents for all the versions are the same to within 5%. This is because the performance of the Z accelerator's stack-MITL system was determined primarily by the initial system inductance and time-dependent inductance of the imploding z-pinch load. However, the versions give significantly different values for the difference between the peak outer-MITL and peak load currents.
I. Voltage used to drive the TL simulations
As suggested by Fig. 4 , each of the TL simulations described in this article are driven by an open-circuit voltage V oc . The voltage that is used to drive a simulation is constructed from measured stack voltages, measured stack currents, and calculated inductances between the locations of the measurements and the output ends of the water-insulated bi-plate transmission lines. The constructed open-circuit voltages obtained for Z shots 51, 52, 540, 541, 619, 685, and 783 are averaged to obtain the open-circuit voltage that is used to drive all the TL simulations (described herein) of this set of shots. Opencircuit voltages used for TL simulations of the other shots discussed in this article are similarly constructed. Figure 5 plots the forward-going voltage (which is exactly one-half of the open-circuit voltage) that is obtained for shots 51, 52, 540, 541, 619, 685, and 783. (The forwardgoing voltage is that which propagated in the 36 waterinsulated bi-plate transmission lines toward the stack-MITL system.) Figure 5 also plots the average, over all these shots, of the average value of the insulator-stack voltages measured on levels A, B, C, and D. If the impedance of each of the four stack-MITL levels were constant and identical to Z b (defined by Fig. 4) , then the forwardgoing voltage would be identical to the average stack voltage. Figure 5 indicates the extent to which the stack voltage is modified by the actual time-dependent impedances of the four stack-MITL levels.
The peak value of the total forward-going power in the 36 water-insulated transmission lines was 62 TW. The peak power at the stack was $55 TW, which is less than 62 TW because the stack-MITL system was not perfectly impedance matched to the 36 water lines.
IV. OPTIMIZED OUTER-MITL-SYSTEM IMPEDANCE
Each of the seven TL-model versions described in Sec. III makes a different set of assumptions about various MITL-energy-loss mechanisms. However, all versions assume the same set of transmission-line impedances and electrical lengths for the 300 stack-MITL-system circuit elements. In this section, we estimate effects due to changes in the impedance profiles of the four outer MITLs, for two different z-pinch loads.
We consider three different outer-MITL designs, labeled here as I, II, and III. These are the three designs that were considered, and computationally evaluated, during the Z-accelerator design effort [2, 9] . Design II is the baseline design; i.e., the design that was selected and subsequently used on all 1700 Z-accelerator shots. The nominal geometric impedances of the outer MITLs for the three designs are listed in Table IV . These are the impedances at a radius of 1 m. Design I has outer-MITL impedances that are a factor of 1.4 higher than those of design II; design III has impedances that are a factor of 1.4 lower. (Designs I, II, and III are identical to the 5-3.5-5, 10-7-10, and 20-14-20 designs described in Refs. [2, 9] .)
The calculated performances of the three designs are summarized by Tables V and VI. As suggested by these tables, the three designs deliver comparable energies to the load. This is due to offsetting effects: Although decreasing the geometric outer-MITL-system impedance decreases the inductance, and hence increases the outer-MITL anode current, it also increases the MITL-flow current, which is subsequently lost. As a result, for the conditions considered by Tables V and VI, the energy delivered to the load is constant to within 4%.
However, the three designs give significantly different values for the nominal flow-electron loss, which we define to be the difference between the peak MITL and peak load currents. Tables V and VI suggest designs I and II are superior to III, since I and II deliver comparable energies to the load, with much less flow-electron loss than III. Less electron loss means less damage to MITL hardware, and Table IV . These simulations assume a z-pinch load with a 1-cm length, 1-cm initial radius, and 5.88-mg total mass. The effective peak pinch current and effective pinch-implosion time are defined in Appendix C. Table IV . The simulations assume a z-pinch load with a 2-cm length, 2-cm initial radius, and 4.27-mg total mass, which was the Z accelerator's baseline load. The effective peak pinch current and effective pinch implosion time are defined in Appendix C. less thick-target bremsstrahlung that could interfere with diagnostics. Design II was selected over I as the baseline for Z, since II delivers slightly more current and energy to the load, and the nominal flow-electron loss of II was considered to be acceptable for Z experiments [2, 9] . However, for the load assumed by Table V, design I delivers only 1% less current and 2% less energy to the load; for the load assumed by Table VI, design I delivers only 2% less current and 3% less energy. It is clear that design I would have performed essentially as well as II, with substantially less flowelectron loss.
As suggested by Table IV , the nominal geometric outer-MITL impedance of MITL-design II is 0:578 . The TL simulations (performed with TL-version G and MITLdesign II) discussed in Sec. III suggest that, at the time of peak pinch current, the effective impedance of the convolute-load system (the voltage-current ratio within the convolute) was 0:123 . At pinch stagnation, the impedance was 0:435 . Therefore the nominal geometric impedance of an optimized outer-MITL system is a factor of 3:0 AE 1:7 greater than the effective impedance of the convolute-load system. This result is consistent with the prediction of the analytic MITL model developed in Appendix B. Under the conditions assumed by the model-which neglects gap closure-the electromagnetic power delivered by a MITL to a constant-impedance load is maximized when the ratio of the MITL's geometric impedance to that of the load is $2. It is clear that the presence of gap closure increases the optimum ratio.
V. COMPARISON OF TL-MODEL CALCULATIONS WITH MEASUREMENTS
In this section we compare calculations of the TL model of the Z accelerator's stack-MITL system with measurements that were performed on three sets of Z experiments. All the calculations presented herein assume MITL-design Table VI .) The measurements are average values of data acquired on four nominally identical Z shots. The load was a z pinch with a 1-cm length, 1-cm initial radius, and 5.88-mg total mass. The Marx-charge voltage on these shots was 90 kV. Table V .)
The measurements are average values of data acquired on seven nominally identical Z shots. The load was a z pinch with a 2-cm length, 2-cm initial radius, and 4.27-mg total mass, which was the Z accelerator's baseline load. The Marx-charge voltage on these shots was 90 kV. II, which (as discussed above) was the design used on all of the shots taken on Z. The calculations discussed in this section assume TL-model version G (which is described in Table II ). The comparison of calculations with measurements is summarized by Tables VII, VIII, and IX and Figs. 6-10. The measurements listed in Table VII are average values of data acquired on seven nominally identical Z-accelerator shots, which are numbered 51, 52, 540, 541, 619, 685, and 783. On these shots the load was a z pinch with a 2-cm length, 2-cm initial radius, and 4.27-mg total mass, which was Z's baseline load. The Marx-charge voltage on these shots was 90 kV. The time histories plotted by Figs. 6-10 are averages of measurements performed on the same shots represented by Table VII.
The measurements listed in Table VIII are average values of data acquired on four nominally identical Z-accelerator shots [68] , which are numbered 723, 724, 817, and 818. On these shots the load was a z pinch with a 1-cm length, 1-cm initial radius, and 5.88-mg total mass. The Marx-charge voltage on these shots was 90 kV.
The measurements listed in Table IX are average values of data acquired on two nominally identical Z-accelerator shots [68] , which are numbered 725 and 819. On these shots the load was a z pinch with a 1-cm length, 1-cm initial radius, and 2.74-mg total mass. The Marx charge on these shots was 60 kV.
For all three sets of experiments, the simulation results and data presented in Tables VII, VIII, and IX agree to within 5%. We estimate that the total (i.e., combined systematic and random) two-sigma uncertainties in the measurements are as given in the tables [49] . Consequently, as suggested by the tables, the simulation results agree (to within the experimental uncertainties) with the data.
As discussed in Sec. III I, measured stack voltages, measured stack currents, and calculated inductances are used to construct the open-circuit voltage that is used to drive each TL simulation. The open-circuit voltage, together with the 300-circuit-element model of the stack-MITL system, are subsequently used to obtain the TL calculations listed in Tables VII, VIII, We also observe that the outer-MITL-current, loadcurrent, and implosion-time calculations given in Tables VII, VIII, and IX, Fig. 9, and Fig. 10 are independent of the corresponding measurements. The outer-MITLcurrent, load-current, and implosion-time calculations listed in Tables VII, VIII, and IX agree with the measurements to within 5%.  Tables VII, VIII , and IX do not compare the calculated difference between the peak outer-MITL and peak load currents with a measured difference, since we did not have (nor yet have presently) a direct measurement of the flow current that is lost in a MITL system. At this time, the only method we have of estimating this current loss consists of subtracting the load current from the outer-MITL current; i.e., subtracting two quantities with similar magnitudes. The experimental uncertainty in the difference is comparable to the difference itself. Accordingly, all we can say is that, for the cases considered by Tables VII, VIII, and IX, the calculated and measured peak-current differences agree to within experimental uncertainties, but that the uncertainties are large.
Tables VII, VIII, and IX demonstrate reasonable agreement between the TL-calculated values of the peak stack voltage, outer-MITL current, and load current, and the corresponding measurements. However, after peak current, simulations and measurements diverge, as indicated by Figs. 8-10. After peak current, the measured stack voltage is less than that calculated; the measured outer-MITL and load currents are greater.
These discrepancies suggests that, late in time, the load impedance is less than that calculated by the TL model. A lower impedance might be caused by inner-MITL gapclosure effects not included in the TL model [2] . A lower impedance might also be caused by 2D and 3D pinch effects that are not accounted for by TL code's idealized 0D pinch model. 2D and 3D effects cause a pinch implosion to be more diffuse, and result in a time-dependent pinch inductance that, late in time, is less than that calculated using a 0D approximation. 0D and 2D pinch inductances are compared by Fig. 14 of Ref. [69] , which suggests that the TL simulations would be improved by a more realistic model of a z-pinch load.
VI. DISCUSSION AND SUGGESTIONS FOR FUTURE WORK
The results presented in this article suggest that the Z accelerator's stack-MITL system performed reasonably well. The system also performed as simulated until peak current. Consequently, it appears that the design of the system, and the TL circuit model described herein, can serve as starting points for the design of stack-MITL systems of future superpower accelerators.
Of course, the TL model cannot replace a fully electromagnetic 3D PIC model-one that simulates all flowelectron, electrode-plasma, and nonideal effects of interest. In addition, the conservative assumptions made by the TL model likely mask a larger number of effects that are not being simulated. However, the agreement indicated by Tables VII, VIII, and IX and Figs. 6-10 suggest that the TL model can provide useful first-order estimates of stack-MITL-system performance parameters.
It is clear that the TL model can be significantly improved. For example, as discussed in Sec. III D, TL makes the simplifying assumption that the intrinsic efficiency of the double-post-hole convolute is 100%. Tables VII, VIII, and IX and Figs. 6-10 suggest that, for the Z accelerator, this may be a reasonable assumption; however, it is likely that errors introduced by assuming a 100% efficiency are masked by other assumptions that are conservative. It would be of interest to develop a more realistic circuit model of the convolute. As discussed in Sec. III D, the simulations described in Refs. [41] [42] [43] are part of an ongoing effort to develop such a model. TL also assumes an idealized 0D pinch model. For the reasons discussed in the last paragraph of Sec. V, it would be of interest to couple TL to a 2D or 3D magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) or PIC model of a z-pinch load [69] [70] [71] [72] [73] [74] , which would calculate more accurately the time-dependent pinch inductance. Present MHD and PIC codes use a highly idealized accelerator-circuit model to drive a pinch implosion; in principle, it is possible to replace such a model with a more complete TL model.
Finally, the TL model can be extended to include an entire accelerator, and not just the accelerator's stack-MITL system. This is being demonstrated by Corcoran and colleagues [75] , who are developing a TL model of the refurbished Z accelerator (also referred to as ZR) [43, [75] [76] [77] [78] [79] [80] [81] [82] [83] [84] [85] , which is the successor to Z. The TL model of ZR will include circuit elements that represent everything from ZR's Marx generators to the load, and will simulate everything from the triggering of the Marxes to the delivery of current to the load. 
APPENDIX A: ENERGY-CONSERVATION ERROR
The energy-conservation error has been calculated for each of the TL simulations outlined in this article.
TL calculates the total energy delivered to a stack-MITL system using the voltage and current time histories at the four sets of water-insulated bi-plate transmission lines that drive the system. TL also calculates throughout the stack-MITL system the total inductive energy, total capacitive energy, and total energy dissipated by resistances, as well as the total energy delivered to the load. The fractional difference between the total delivered energy, and the sum of the total inductive, capacitive, resistive, and load energies, is calculated as a function of time. For all the simulations described in this article, the fractional difference never exceeds 0.5%.
APPENDIX B: OPTIMUM RATIO OF A MITL'S GEOMETRIC IMPEDANCE TO THAT OF THE LOAD FOR AN IDEALIZED MITL-LOAD SYSTEM
In this Appendix we consider the idealized MITL-load system outlined by Fig. 11 . Reference [86] states that the efficiency of coupling electromagnetic power from such a MITL to its load is maximized when the load impedance equals the MITL's self-limited impedance. (Please see, for example, Fig. 5 of [86] .) This statement assumes that all of the flow electrons launched in the MITL become, at the load, part of the current flowing through the load itself, and that none of the MITL-flow-electron current is lost.
We calculate here the optimum ratio of the MITL's geometric impedance (the impedance in the absence of electron emission, flow electrons, gap closure, etc.) to the load impedance, assuming none of the flow electrons contribute to the load current. This assumption is applicable to the MITL system of Figs. 2 and 3 , where most of the electrons launched in the outer MITLs are lost upstream of the load. The electrons are lost in the vicinity of the double-post-hole convolute and inner MITL.
To calculate the optimum impedance ratio, we make the following simplifying assumptions:
The quantity I ' is the load current, I k is the MITL cathode current, I a is the MITL anode current, I f is the MITL-flowelectron current, L is the total geometric MITL inductance, k is a constant, Z 0 is the MITL's geometric impedance, is the one-way transit time of the MITL (in the absence of electron emission and flow electrons), V a is the total voltage across the MITL and load, and Z ' is the load impedance. Equation (B2) is valid when L is near the value that optimizes, for power-pulse widths of interest, energy transfer from an accelerator with a given source impedance Z s to L. Equation (B4) is valid when the MITL-flow electrons are collisional, I a ) I f , and V a * 1 MV [52] . Equations (B1)-(B5) assume that, near peak current, I a , I f , and V a are approximately constant throughout the length of the MITL. This assumption is valid when the two-way electromagnetic transit time of the MITL is much less than the current pulse width.
Combining Eqs. (B1)-(B5) we find numerically that the electromagnetic power at the load P ' is maximized when I f =I a ¼ 0:29 and
The power P ' is within 10% of its maximum value when I f =I a ¼ 0:15 and
It appears that for the idealized system illustrated by Fig. 11 , under the conditions given by Eqs. (B1)-(B5), the peak power at the load is optimized when the impedance ratio ðZ 0 =Z ' Þ $ 2. (Other optimum values are obtained for different sets of assumptions.) It is clear there is a broad maximum in P ' as a function of Z 0 =Z ' ; it is also clear that the presence of MITL gap closure would increase the optimum impedance ratio.
When V a * 1 MV, the self-limited impedance of a MITL with collisional flow electrons (with fully developed collisional flow) is 0:588Z 0 [52] . Consequently, when Eqs. (B1)-(B5) are applicable, the optimum load imped- ance is comparable to the self-limited MITL impedance, as it is for the case considered in Ref. [86] .
APPENDIX C: EFFECTIVE PEAK PINCH CURRENT AND EFFECTIVE PINCH-IMPLOSION TIME
All of the simulations discussed in this article assume that a z-pinch load can be modeled as an infinitely thin and perfectly stable cylindrical foil, and that the pinch convergence ratio is 10:1.
When comparing the results of simulations that do not produce mathematically similar pinch-current time histories, we find it useful to define an effective peak pinch current I eff and effective pinch-implosion time i;eff . Following Appendix C of Ref. [24] we define these quantities as follows:
i;eff ¼ 4:465 R v p :
is the final kinetic energy of the idealized pinch described above, where m p is the total pinch mass and v p is the final implosion velocity; ' is the pinch length; and R is the initial pinch radius. (The final kinetic energy and pinch velocity are those achieved when the pinch has imploded to 1=10 of its initial radius.) Equation (C1) guarantees that two simulations with the same effective peak pinch current have the same final pinch kinetic energy per unit length. Equation (C2) guarantees that two simulations with the same initial pinch radius and effective implosion time have the same final pinch velocity.
